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The global existence of a classical solution of the initial-boundary value problem 
or the initial value problem for certain degenerating parabolic equations is 
established by constructing approximate solutions by the standard Galerkin 
procedure and applying some differential and integral inequalities when the initial 
value is smooth enough, has small norm in a suitable sense, and may change sign. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
We consider degenerate parabolic equations of the form 
U’-&*m+I ) + Al4 + cup = j-(x, t), (0.1) 
where (x, t) is a space-time variable in IF?” x [0, co); ’ = c?/&; m, p are 
positive integers with p > 1; 1, c are constants with I > 0; d denotes an n- 
dimensional Laplacian; and f is a function of (x, t) satisfying some 
smoothness and growth conditions stated below. 
It is known that these equations give mathematical formulations to many 
physical or chemical phenomena (cf. [l-5], etc.). 
Our aim here is to find a global classical solution of the Initial-Boundary 
Value Problem (IBVP) or the Initial Value Problem (IVP) for (0.1). 
There are many papers which study weak solutions of degenerating 
equations and investigate the regularity by the application of the maximum 
principle ([24, 9-12, 15-171, etc.). And in [2-4], Aronson has discussed 
classical solvability of these equations with A = c = 0, f = 0 under initial 
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values which do not change sign, and has noted that in general the solutions 
cannot exist as t -+ 00. However, up to the present there has been scarcely 
any information concerning the global classical solutions of (0.1) with the 
initial values changing sign. It seems interesting to give an answer to this 
question. It is difficult to apply to Eq. (0.1) the standard maximum principle 
for constructing the classical solution when the initial value changes sign. 
Here we will prove the global existence by using another technique when 
1 > 0. And when A = 0, c = 0, f = 0 we prove that there exists a solution 
which is classical in a finite interval [0, 7’). This is the same assertion as 
Aronson’s. 
Roughly speaking, our results are based on the elementary inequality 
4’0) < F(rv QW)(-1 + G(W))) + H(t) 0 > Oh (O-2) 
where g(t) is a C-class, nonnegative unknown function; F(t, y) is a 
nonnegative continuous function; G(y) ( y > 0) is an increasing continuous 
function with G(0) = 0; and H(f) is a small function. Then we know that if 
4(O) + ,fp JHJ dt is small enough, we should have 
WI Q O(O) + 1’ IHI dr, for all t > 0. 
Using this fact, we construct approximate solutions by Galerkin’s method 
and prove the compactness in certain energy spaces (Sobolev spaces). This 
method has been applied in [7,8], etc., for nondegenerate quasi-linear 
parabolic euations. 
Our plan in this paper is as follows. In Section 1, we give some notation of 
function spaces and calculus lemmas without proofs. In Section 2, we 
consider the IBVP for (0.1) with I = 1, c = 0,1(x, t) 3 0, and then prove: if 
the initial value belongs to some Sobolev space and the size of norm is small, 
we have a global classical solution. In Section 3, we treat (0.1) and show 
results analogous to those of Section 2 and we also prove: for each initial 
value belonging to the above class, if L is large enough, we have such a 
solution. We also discuss the IVP for (0.1) and the generalizations. And 
finally, in Section 4, we apply our results to equations of the form 
u, = Ll(P+‘), P-4) 
u, = (q+ I), (n = 1). P-5) 
1. NOTATION AND LEMMAS 
We first assume that the usual function spaces Ck(@, L”(Q), @(L!), 
fik(0) are known. 
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Let Y be a normed space. Then we put Ck(O, T, V) as the totality of 
mappings I(: [0, 7) + Y which are k-times differentiable in the topology of V. 
We also set LP(0, T, V) z {u; ii ) u(t)l: dt < co }, where ) II. is the norm in V. 
Here we identify &“(a) or Hk(lR”) as a space equipped with an inner product 
where 
we call (u, t.)[ the (/)-inner product in this paper, and put Ilull: = ((u, u)),, 
bd:= (UT U)k. 
From the well-known Sobolev lemma, we have the following important 
calculus lemma (k> [n/2] + 1): 
LEMMA 1. (i) If u E iiktr(0), then u E C’(@ and 
Il~ll C’(iT) = i 1D%1, < Const IItlllk. 0,+(12+ +a”-0 
(ii) Zf U, u E Z?(Q), then upvq E H’(0) and 
ll~pv411k ,< Const Ilull: IlvK 
wherep, q are positive integers and 52 is an open set in IR” (I$ [ 13, 141, etc). 
Applying the Ascoli-Arzela theorem or the Rellich theorem, we can verify 
the following lemmas, which play an important role in Sections 2 and 3. 
LEMMA 2. Let {uj(t)} be a sequence of functions in the space 
CO(O, T; rik(12)) satisfying 
(i) s”Pj s”Pfe(O,T] llUj(t)llk < 007 
($1 il uj(tl) - uj(t2)IIk <K I t1 - t* In (ti 3 t2 E 109 Tlh 
where K, a are positive numbers independent of j. 
Then we can select a suitable subsequence (uj,(t)) of (u.(t)} such that 
{#j,(t)) converges to u(t) E C’(O, T, fik(0)) weakly in L&G); and the 
convergence is uniformly in t (cf Lemma 4 in [6]). 
LEMMA 2’. Zf {uj(t)) c C’(0, T, P(Q)) satisfies 
then we have the same conclusion as that of Lemma 2. 
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LEMMA 3. If B is a bounded domain in R” and 0 < T < a~, the space 
cyo, T; Z-P’ ‘(0)) is compact in the space C’(O, T; @(a)). 
2. SOLUTIONS TO U,-&Zm+')+ u=o 
Let Q be a bounded domain in I?” with a suffkiently smooth boundary 
XI. We consider the problem 
U’-d(U2m+‘)+U=0, XEO, t>o, (1) 
(*) u(x, 0) = &(X)9 XE51, (2) 
u(x, t) = 0, xEa-2, t>o. (3) 
We first prove a uniqueness theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that u(x, t), u(x, t) are solutions of (*) belonging 
to 
CO(0, T;I-P21 + “(a)) f-l c yo, T; L’(a)), 
where 0 < T < co. Then it follows that 
I, ) u(x, t) - u(x, 01 dx Q I, I 4x, 0) - 4x, 011 dx 
for t E [0, T]. 
Proof. Putting w(x, t) = u(x, t) - V(X, t), we get that 
w’ -d(p+l - p+l) + w = 0, 
and therefore, by multiplying sgn w(x, t) = sgn((u(x, t))2mC1 - (u(x, t))2mt’) 
to the above and integrating in $2, we have 
1 
0 
w’ sgn w dx- 1 A{(u~~+’ - uzm+‘) sgn(uzmt’ - uZmt’)} dx 
‘R 
+ I wsgnwdx=O. 0 
Thus, we have 
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because 
The last inequality follows from the approximation of sgn by smooth 
functions and integration by parts. This implies our assertion. Q.E.D. 
Note. Theorem 1 also holds for the initial value problem in Section 3. 
Here we assume that 
(A.11 &J(x) E Eik + ‘(O), 
where integer k satisfies 2k, > k > [n/2] + 1 + k, for a given integer k,. 
We next verify two inequalities which play an important role in the 
remaining parts. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that u(x, t) is a solution of (*) belonging to 
; C’(0, r; z+ ’ -j(n)). 
j=O 
Then there exist positive constants S,, $, such that 
(9 iIlWll~\’ ,< 2 IIWl~ f-1 + S, II WllP'L 
(ii) {Ilu'(t)ll:-,)' < 2 IIu'(t>ll:-, j-1 + S, Ilu(f)!l:"]. 
Proof. We frequently apply Lemma 1 below. We first prove that there 
exists a positive constant C,, which is independent of the domain R, such 
that 
(uZmvy ujk > -c, Ituli:” ttt”lt:-, for u, c E tik(fi). (4) 
In fact, we have that 
n 
(f.Pu, u)k = =c f Djk(u*‘%) 0;~ dx 
,r, . Q 
When r = 1, we get that 
Dj(u2”) D;- IL’ Djkv dx 
= 2mk [ Use-’ Dju Dj”-‘v dx 
-’ 0 
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< f 1 
-0 
u’~(D;v)’ dx + 5 (2mk)2 ja (urn-’ DjU Djk-‘~)‘du 
<f[ ~~“(Djkv)~dx+C,~(~(~~~J~v(~t,-,. 
-R 
When 2 Q r < k - 1, we get by integrating by parts that 
Dj{D;(u2”‘) Df-‘v} D$-‘v dx 
k = - I or r {Di’+‘(uzm) Djk-‘v + Di’(uzm) Djk-‘+ ‘v) Di”- ‘v dx . -0 
Since Zk, > k ) [n/Z] + 1 + k,, we have that 
D;(uzm) E C”(d) if r<k,, 
Djk-‘v E C”(b) if k,<rgk-1; 
and therefore, we get that 
k 
()lf r 
Dr(u2”) Djk-‘v Di”v dx < C, 1) u II;“’ 1) v I\:-, . 
dD 
When r = k, we know that 
f D~(u2”)vD;vdx= D;(P) D;-‘(P) v D;v dx. 
-cl 
Here, when l= 0, k, we have that 
1 @(urn) umv Djkv dx < ; - 
I J 
(u” Dfv)’ dx + ; j- (D;(P) v)’ dx 
-0 n R 
<; [ (U” Djkv12 do + ck,O abet:” bit-,; 
‘cl 
whm 0 < 1~ k, we have by integrating by parts that 
Dj(um) D;-‘(P) v Di”v dx 
=-- D,{Dj(u”) Dj-‘(u”) v) Dj”-‘v dx. 
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Then by the analogue of the previous calculations, we get that 
Thus we can obtain that 
This shows (4). Now we prove the inequalities (i), (ii). Formally, by taking 
the (0)-inner product of both sides of (1) and u(t), we have that 
($lul:)’ + IuI: = 1 A(u2*+‘) u dx 
‘II 
= -(2m + 1) f u2* p412 dx 
-0 
< 0. (5) 
Here we note that the constants Sj appearing below are also independent of 
0. By taking the (k)-inner product we also have that 
()IuI:)’ + lul; + (-d(uZm+‘), u)k = 0. 
Here we know from inequality (4) that 
n n 
(-A(uZm+’ ), u)k = c c [ D,k((2m + 1) u2m D/U) D,kD,U dX 
j=l I=1 ‘R 
n 
2 - r G(2m + 1) JJD,uJJ:-, I)uIJ:“‘; 
IZ 
therefore, there exists a constant S, such that 
(-A(u2” + ’ 1, u)k> -s, I/UIi:m+2* 
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Thus we have that 
(6) <gu1:> + 14% s, I141:m+2. 
Consequently, joining (5) with (6), we get 
Nl4l:Y Q Ibll: I-1 + s, Il4l:“l* 
Next, by differentiating (1) with respect o t, we have that 
u” - (2m + 1) d(Pu’) + U’ = 0. 
Taking the (0)-inner product of both sides of the above and u’(t), we get that 
($dI;,, + (z&-(2m + 1)J-/(u**u’)u’dx=0. 
Here we know that 
* 
- 
J 
A (Pu’) u’ dx 
R 
= 5 [ Dj(U**U’)DjU dX 
j=l *Cl 
n 
z 
= [I 
u*~(D~u’)~ dx + 2m u*“‘-~ Djuu’ Dju’ a!x 
j l D 
2 4, II ull’k” II u’ II’,- I- 
Therefore we have that 
<~l~‘l~~‘+l~‘I~~~3ll~l1:“Il~‘ll:-1. 
Next, taking (k - I)-inner product, we get that 
(fIu’I:-,)I-(2m+ l)(fl(U*mU’),U’)k-,+~U’J~-,=O. 
Here we know that 
-(d(u*“u’), u’)~-, = k (D,(u*~u’), D#),c-~ 
/=I 
=i:tr D;-‘D,(uzmu’) DJk-ID+’ dx 
I=1 /=I -n 
2 -s, II u 1:” II u’ Ilk 1. 
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In fact. 
/- Djk-‘DI(uZmu’) D;-ID/u’ dx 
.O 
=1, Djk-‘(u *“‘D[u’)Djk-‘(D,u’)d.x+ [ D;-‘(D,(uZm)u’)D;-‘D,u’dx 
. II 
Dj(u2”) Djk-‘(D,u’) Djk-‘(D,u’) dx 
,jo quzm) Djk-‘-‘(D+‘)Djk-‘(D,u’)dx 
+ i D,(u*“) Djk-‘u’ D,;-‘D,ul dx 
-0 
D;D,(u’“) Djk-r-‘u’ D;-ID+’ dx. 
Here we have that 
i Dj(u2”) Djk-2(D,u’) Dy(D#) dxl 
-0 
Q e[ uZm(Djk-‘D,u’)* dx + C(E) [ u2”-2(Dju)2(D~-2(D,u’))2 dx 
do -0 
<cl’ ~*~(Djk-‘D~u’)* dx + C(E) S,., IIuII:“’ Ilu’ll:-, 3 
. 0 
Di’(u2*)D;-‘-‘(D,u’) Djk-‘(D,u’) dx 
Dj(D;(u2”‘) Df-‘-‘(D,u’)} D;-*(D,u’)dx 
When 2 < r ,< k - 1, because 2k, > k > [n/2] + 1 + k, , we also have that 
D,(u*“) Di”- ‘u’ Di” - ‘D, u’ a!xl 
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And when Z<r<k-2, 
(1 DjrD,(u*“‘) Djk-%’ D;-‘D& dxi 
” n 
= I, Dj(Dj’D,(u”“‘) Dk-‘-‘u’) Djk-‘D,u’ dx/ J 
1 
When r = k - 1, we have that 
i, D;-‘(D,(u’“)j u’ D+‘D,u’ dx J 
D;(umj Djk+(umj u’ Djk-‘D,u’ dr. 
When q = 0, k - 1, we have that 
D&P Djk-‘(urn)} u’ Djk+D,u’ dx 
= 
c urn D&-‘(P) u’ Df-‘D,u’ dx ‘R 
+ i mu”-’ D,u D;-‘(urn) u’ D;-‘D# dxl 
-‘R 
= Ii urn D,Dj”-‘(u”) u’ Djk-‘D/U’ dx I-Q 
- yo- 4{um- ’ D,u Djk-‘(urn) u’) D;-‘u’ dx 
For the remaining cases 1 < q f k - 2, we have the desired estimates by 
integrating by parts and using 2k, > k > [n/2] + 1 ,+ k,. Consequently, 
joining these estimates, we get (8) by choosing a suitable E > 0. Therefore, 
we should have that 
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Joining (7) with (9), we have that 
(flbfq-,)’ ,< il~‘ll2-1 l-1 + (S, + S,) b!l:“l. 
Thus, setting S, = S, + Sq, we have (ii). This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
Note. The constants appearing in the proof of Theorem 2 are dependent 
on m, k and Sobolev constants, but independent of the domain R. 
Let us set R:, R: as unique positive roots of the equations S, y’“’ = 1 and 
s I 4’ 2m = 1, respectively. And further we put 
R, = min(R:, R:}. 
Then we have: 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that u(x, t) is a solution satisfying the assumptions 
of Theorem 2. Further, assume that u,, satisfies 
(A.2 1 II uollk < R,. (10) 
Then u(x, t) satisfies 
II Wlk < R, for all t E [0, T), (11) 
it u’ Wllk- 1 < II u’mlk- 1 for all t E [0, T); (12) 
moreover, we have 
for some ,u > 0, t E [0, T). 
Proof: Equations (1 l), (12) are a direct conclusion from Theorem 2. 
Here we put p = mint 1 - S, I(u~/[:~, 1 - S, /Iu,jJ:m}. Then since 
IIu(t)jlk < R,, it follows that 
This shows (13). Q.E.D. 
Now we construct approximate solutions (uj(t)} in the following manner. 
Let {#j} be the eigenfunctions of (-d)k+’ considered on I?‘“&?). Then for 
uO(x) E tik”(0), we have a sequence (aj} such that 
uO,j(x) = i a,9dx) + uo(x) (.i-+ ~1 
/=I 
(14) 
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in the sense of fik+‘(Q). H ere we put uj(., t) = cj=, pj,,(?) #,(.) as a solution 
of a system of ordinary differential equations: 
@.KO~ a0 + @;‘+ ‘(09 h), + (u/(t), 9,)o = 0 (I= 1, 2 ,..., j), 
Pj,dO) = al (I= 1, 2 ,...) j). 
(15) 
It is well known that this system has a unique solution in an interval (0, Sj]; 
that is, ui(., t) belongs to C’(O, Sj; fik”(L2)). Now we prove our main 
assertion: 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that u, satisfies (A. l), (A.2), with k 2 [n/2] + 4. 
Then our problem (*) will admit a solution u(x, t) belonging to 
i) cqo, 00 ; Ilk - ’ -‘(52)), 
j=O 
and u(x, t) should decay exponentially as t --) 00. 
Proof. We first note that {uj(t)} satisfy (i), (ii) of Theorem 2 in the 
interval [0, Sj] by constructing the (k)-inner product and the (k - I)-inner 
product, respectively. And since ui,o + u. in the sense of fik+r(0), we should 
have 
Il"O,jllk < Rk (10') 
for large j ( j > j,). Thus from Theorem 3, we should have that 
it"jtt)tlk < Rk for all t E [0, Sj]* 
And hence, we can extend the existence interval as far as desired, that is, 
syl OEzT II"j(t)llk < Rk (16) 
for all fixed T > 0. At this time it follows that 
Here we know by (14) that 
II$(“)llk-i < Ild($‘j”) + UO,jllk-l 
< Const. 
Thus we have that 
(17) 
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Next we have for 0 < t, < tz < T that 
II qa - ~$l)ll: -1 
“I? 
= ( ((I&), z$'(s)))~-~ d7 - 1” ((uj(t,), uJ!‘(T)))~-~ dz. 
” II ‘11 
Here we know by the generalized Schwarz inequality that 
I((qa qw)k-?I 
= @4;(r), (2m + 1)d(24jz"(7)24,!(7))- u;(7)- CpUip-'(7)u~(7)))k._J 
<II$(f)llk-, I(2m + W(ufY7) u;(7))- u;(7) ilkJ 
< Const 
from our results (16), (17). Therefore it follows that 
I!u;(f,) - ~;(fJl~-~ < Const It, - tZJ1”. (18) 
Consequently, applying Lemmas 2, 2’, 3 to (16) with (17) and (17) with 
(18), we have a function u(x, f) such that 
uj(f) 4 u(f) weakly in fik-‘(LI), 
U;(f) + u’(t) weakly in cik-*(0). 
uj(f) + u(f) strongly in Pk-+2), 
for all f E [0, T]. Since k 2 [tr/2j + 4, u(f) should satisfy (*) in 10. T]. 
Moreover, from the uniqueness and arbitrariness of T, n(f) should belong to 
cyo, co; fik-‘(l2)), C’(0, co; Eik-’ R ( )). The last assertion follows from 
Theorem 3. This completes the proof. Q.E.D. 
3. GENERAL CASES 
In this section we consider the problem 
u’ - d(u Zm + ‘) + JIM + cup = f(x, f), 
(**) u(x, 0) = u,(x), 
44(x, f) = 0. 
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Here we assume that 
(A-3) 
u&) E Ilk + l(R), 
f(x, t) E CO(0, co; zJ”(l2)) n C’(0, 00 ; Ei”- ‘(i-2)). 
Then we have the following assertions by techniques analogous to those in 
Section 2. We leave the proofs to the readers. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that u(x, I) is a solution of (**) belonging to 
(-)fzo cqo, T; H * kt ‘ --‘(S2)). Then there exist monotone increasing functions 
Q(y), Y(y) ( y >, 0) with Q(O) = Y(0) = 0 such that 
(i) f(llu(t)ll:)’ < Ilu(t) {-A t @(IIU@)lik)} + hf@Nik iI”tf)lik~ 
(ii) f(llu’(f)ll:- l)’ < 11 u’(t)ll:- l{-n -t y(u(ll u(t)llk)i t ilf’(t)lik- I II”‘tt)ilk- 1’ 
Here we put zi, L: as unique positive roots of the equations e(y) = A and 
V(y) = L (y > 0), respectively. Andfurther we set zk = min(z:, z:}. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that u(x, t) is a solution satisfying the same 
assumptions as those of Theorem 5. Further, assume that u,, f(x, t) satisfy 
(A.41 
f E L’(0, 00; l-Ilk(B)), f’ E L’(0, co; Ilk-‘(ii?)), 
jom bf(t)iik dt + (( ic km& dt) ’ + b0 ti) “* < ‘km 
-0 
Then u(x, f) should satisfy 
tl U@)llk < zk for all t E (0, T), 
I(U’(t)((k-, < rat Ilf’(t)&-1 dt + 
(( 
I= kf’(t%-l dt) * + ib’(“)li:-j 
112 
-0 .-0 
for all t E (0, T); 
moreover iff = 0, we have 
Ib#lk + il U’@)llk-, < %U(oo>llk + ii”‘(oo)\lk-l) e-‘L (t E [a r)) 
for some u > 0. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that uo, f satisfy (A.3), (A.4) with k > [n/2) + 4. 
Then our problem (**) will admit a solution u(x, t) belonging to 
(J cqo, co; z-l-‘-j(q), 
j=O 
and the solutions are unique in this class. 
505:3&C IO 
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We can easily see zk -+ co@ -+ GO) and therefore we have: 
THEOREM 8. Suppose that (A.3) and J-E L’(0, 00; tik(12)), 
f’ E L’(0, 00; fik-‘(12)). Then if 1 > 0 is large enough, there exists a 
solution u of 
U,-A(u2m+‘)+;lu=f, xEl2, t>o, 
u(x, 0) = u,(x), x E n, 
u(x, t) = 0, XEaLl, t>o, 
and u(x, l) E n,‘,, Cj(0, c0; tik-‘-j(s))). 
ProojI By Theorem 7, if I, > 0 is large enough then there exists a solution 
V(E nJ=-, Cj(0, co; fik- i-j&?)) of the problem 
vt-d(V2m+‘)+ Y=$ XE a, t > 0, 
V(x, 0) = ; u,(x), x E R, 
qx, I) = 0, XEim, t>o, 
where J. = ,LI~~ + ‘. Here if we set V(x, r) = (l/p) u(x, f/,~~~), then we obtain 
the conclusion. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1. We note that our method is also applicable to equations of 
the form 
u' - d(u 2m+ ‘) + AU + Cl Up + i C2jU4’(U,)’ =f, 
j=l 
where P, qj, rj are nonnegative integers with qj > m, and C,, C, are 
constants. 
Remark 2. Using the fact that all the constants appearing in the above 
are independent of 0, we can obtain solutions of the IVP in certain Sobolev 
spaces. This is done by constructing solutions of the IBVP in each L?j 
(~,ca2c...c(hicaj+,c...,nj-tIR”(j-,co).). 
4. APPLICATIONS 
We know that the equation u, = d(u”“+ ‘) is important in describing flows 
through porous media. This equation is solved by applying our results. 
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THEOREM 9. Consider the problem 
w, = AwZm+ ‘, XEl?, t > 0, 
W) w(x, 0) = W@(X), x E 52, 
w(x, t) = 0, xEa2, t>,o. 
Then if w&x) E fikk’ ‘(a), we haoe a solution w(x, t) belonging to 
nJzO C’(0, T; fi”-‘-j(Q)), where T is some positive constant depending on 
w 0’ 
Proof. Set 
u(x, 7) = vedTw 
( 
x, v2m 
1 - e-lmr 
1 2m ’ 
where v is a positive constant, m is a positive integers, and U(X, f) is a 
solution of 
u,-A(u~~+‘)+u=~, xEi.2, r>o, 
WY u(x, 0) = VW&), XEl-2, 
u(x, 5) = 0, xEa2, 720, 
such that u(x, 7) E cl,‘=, Cj(0, co; tik-‘--@2)). Theorem 4 asserts that 
problem (#)’ has a solution belonging to nfzo C’(0, co; Hkk’-‘(s))) if v is 
small enough. Then by setting t = ~‘“((1 - eezm’)/2m), we have 
al4 --r av 2m -2mr at=-veCTw+ve at” e . 
And thus 
A(u(x, 7))2m+’ = $+ u(x, 7) = y2m+‘e-(2m+*)T$-a 
This implies w, = AWES+’ (x E J2, 0 < t < v2m/2m), 
w(x, 0) = w,(x), XE8, 
w(x, t) = 0, x E ~32, 0 Q t < vzm/2m. Q.E.D. 
Note. As the proof shows, we can see that (#) has a classical solution in 
(0, v2”/2m). Aronson has also noted this fact in [3]. The above arguments 
are also valid for the IVP of the equation w, = A(w*~+‘). 
276 EBIHARAANDNANBU 
Remark 3. Consider equations of the form 
where A is a positive constant and m is a positive integer. Then setting 
M:=tix, we have an equation 
w, = -A- @P+ I),,. 
2m+1 
Therefore Eq. (#v) has a classical solution in some finite interval [0, T). 
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